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Abstract: An investigation is conducted on optimizing the control allocation for trimmed flight on the compound
helicopter. The compound helicopter features a single main rotor，a vectored thrust ducted propeller（VTDP）and
lifting wings. Due to the redundant controls for thrust，elevator deflection，and differential and symmetric flap
deflection，there is a wide range of trim solutions in forward flight for compound helicopter. A method is developed to
calculate optimal trim solutions. Firstly，aerodynamics models for deferent subsystems of the compound helicopter are
conducted，which consider the mutual interaction of each part. Secondly，a flight dynamics model is developed based
on which the method of trim optimization is performed. Finally，the method is demonstrated using a compound
helicopter UH‑60L/VTDP. The trim optimization of flight conditions from hover to 370 km/h is conducted using the
optimization method. The controls，fuselage attitudes as well as the allocation of lift and thrust along with the flight
speed are obtained.
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0 Introduction

Compared with the conventional helicopter，
the compound helicopter［1‑9］ adds wing under the
main rotor and uses vectored thrust ducted propeller
（VTDP） to replace the vertical tail，horizontal tail
and tail rotor. The wings have movable trailing edge
surfaces that act as flaps and ailerons，called flaper‑
ons. When used as flap，left and right flaperon de‑
flect synchronously，and when used as aileron，left
and right flaperon do differential deflection synchro‑
nously. Adding wing is to meet the lift requirement
at high speed，and using VTDP is to balance rotor
anti‑torque at low speed operation and supply for‑
ward thrust at high speed. However，the inclusion
of wing and VTDP on the helicopter introduces re‑
dundant controls. The compound helicopter’s con‑
trol variables include not only collective blade pitch，
longitudinal and lateral cyclic pitches of the main ro‑

tor，but also the flap and aileron deflections of the
wing as well as the controls of VTDP. For a given
flight condition，the compound helicopter has differ‑
ent distributions of lift between the main rotor and
wing，different distributions of propulsive force be‑
tween the main rotor and VTDP，and different dis‑
tributions of roll and pitching moments between the
main rotor and the elevator and ailerons. That is to
say， due to redundant lifting and thrust compo‑
nents， the compound helicopter has a number of
possible steady flight solutions for a given airspeed/
altitude condition， and the trim solution is
non‑unique.

Much of the previous research on compound ro‑
torcraft has focused on the performance and the re‑
duction of vibratory loads in trimmed equilibrium
flight. Only a few studies focused on the trim meth‑
ods of the compound helicopter. Some researches［7‑9］

investigated the trim solution for the compound air‑
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craft to find an optimal set of trim conditions with
optimization method. The study indicated that it can
minimize the power，and even improve the attitude
of flight by slowing down the speed of revolution of
rotor. Ferguson and Thomson［10］ presented a meth‑
od to determine the trim values from hover up to
200 knots for both coaxial compound helicopter and
hybrid compound helicopter. The method consisted
of two procedures. Firstly，a pitch attitude schedule
is developed to minimize the required propulsive
force of the propeller through an optimization algo‑
rithm. Then the trim solution is obtained with opti‑
mized pitch attitude and the propeller thrust to trim
the compound helicopters. Ref.［11］investigated the
control strategy of tilt rotor aircraft，and got the con‑
trols and attitudes of XV‑15 with the combination of
control into four cockpit controls so that the trim so‑
lution can be determined unique. It is obvious that
there are different trim methods for different configu‑
rations of compound helicopter.

In this paper，a control strategy of compound
helicopter in various steady level flight conditions is
studied. The concept of optimal rotorcraft trim
through the application of sequential quadratic pro‑
gramming（SQP）methods is developed，and its ap‑
plication to advanced rotorcraft configurations with
complex，and constrained trim solution spaces is ex‑
plored. Aerodynamic forces of rotor，wing，fuse‑
lage，and VTDP are modeled including the aerody‑
namic interaction effects between subsystems. Con‑
trols and aircraft attitude in various forward speeds
are obtained with optimization method. The com‑
pound helicopter UH‑60L/VTDP（Fig.1） is taken
as an example for demonstrating the effectiveness of

the methodology.

1 Aerodynamic Modeling of Com⁃

pound Helicopter

1. 1 Rotor modeling

Due to the wide flying speed range of the com‑
pound helicopter， the rotor model should reflect
both the high speed state and the low speed state.
When the compound helicopter flies at high speed，
the combination of high speed and low rotor speed
can produce an advance ratio up to 0.8［12］，that is far
above what is typical for conventional helicopter.
The aerodynamics environment of the rotor at high
advance ratio is very complicated， in which the
large reversed flow region of the retreating blades is
the leading feature［13‑17］，thus resulting in a large
range of the profile angle of blade during the week
of rotation. A method is conducted for predicting the
performance of the rotor at high advance ratio，
which adopts the wind tunnel test data of airfoil for
attack angle of 360° instead of lifting line theory of
small attack angle，and the aerodynamic model con‑
siders the compressibility of advancing blade，stall
effect and large reversed flow region of retreating
blade as well as great sweep flow on the blade.
When the compound helicopter flies at low speed，
there is interference between the rotor and the
wing，which will affect the induced velocity of the
rotor. The interference factors between rotor and
wing can be referred to reference［18］. An unsteady
flap motion model of blade and Pitt‑Peters dynamic
inflow model which considering time‑varying and
non‑uniform distribution of induced velocity are set
up to adapt to the rotor aerodynamic model. A com‑
putational method［19］ of dynamic response for pre‑
dicting the aerodynamic characteristics of high ad‑
vanced ratio rotor was developed based on the inher‑
ent coupling relationship among rotor aerodynam‑
ics，rotor induced velocity and blade flap motion.

To validate the aerodynamics model of the ro‑
tor of the compound helicopter，the wind tunnel test
data［20］ of the performance of the H‑34 rotors at high
advance ratio were compared with calculations. The
conditions for rotor at high advance ratio are shownFig.1 UH‑60L/VTDP
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in Table 1（αs，disk angle of attack；μ，advance ra‑
tio；Ω，rotor speed），and the results are shown in
Fig.2，which testify the aerodynamics model of the
rotor（CPi，induced power coefficient；CPo，power co‑
efficient of profile drag；CL，lift coefficient）.

1. 2 Fuselage modeling

Aerodynamic forces and moments are，in gen‑
eral，the functions of many variables such as angle
of attack，sideslip angle and Mach number. In this
study，they are written as functions of angle of at‑
tack and sideslip angle only and expressed as the
form of aerodynamic coefficients. That is

Df= CDf ⋅ qf ⋅ Af

Lf= CLf ⋅ qf ⋅ Af

Sf= CSf ⋅ qf ⋅ Af

Mxf= CMxf ⋅ qf ⋅ lf ⋅ Af

Myf= CMyf ⋅ qf ⋅ lf ⋅ Af

Mzf= CMzf ⋅ qf ⋅ lf ⋅ Af

(1)

where Af，lf，qf are the reference area， reference
length of aircraft and the dynamic pressure，respec‑
tively；CDf，CLf，CSf，CMxf，CMyf，CMzf are the aerody‑
namic coefficients which come from the wind tunnel
test with the combination of different angle of attack
and sideslip angle.

The rotor aerodynamic interaction on the fuse‑
lage is expressed as［21］

VXMRF= vi ζXMRF
VYMRF= 0

VZMRF= vi ζZMRF
(2)

where vi is the rotor induced velocity；ζXMRF，ζZMRF
are the rotor interference factors acting on the fuse‑
lage in the X‑，Z‑directions，respectively.

1. 3 Wing model

Although there are mature methods to model
the aerodynamics of the wing， the aerodynamic
model for the wing of the compound helicopter is
complex due to the rotor downwash on the wing，es‑
pecially in hover and at low forward speed. This pa‑
per presents the wing model based on the wind tun‑
nel test data［9］ of airfoil. The aerodynamic forces are
modeled using table look‑ups for the lift，drag，and
pitching moment coefficients as a function of an‑
gle‑of‑attack and flaperon deflection. The three‑di‑
mensional effect of wing is corrected and the down‑
wash of rotor on the wing is considered.

The velocity components of wing can be ex‑
pressed as

VXW= VX+ vi ζXMRW
VYW= VY

VZW= VZ+ vi ζZMRW
(3)

where ζXMRW，ζZMRW are the rotor interference factors
acting on the wing in the X‑，Z‑directions. Due to
the short size of the wing of the compound helicop‑
ter，the rotor interference to the wing is similar to
the rotor interference to the fuselage，and the values
of ζXMRW，ζZMRW are approximately equal to the val‑
ues of ζXMRF，ζZMRF ，respectively.

The angle of attack，angle of sideslip and dy‑
namic pressure of wing are

αW= arctg ( VYW

VXW
)+ αW0 (4)

βW= arcsin ( VZW

V 2
XW+ V 2

ZW
) (5)

qW=
1
2 ρ (V

2
XW+ V 2

YW+ V 2
ZW ) (6)

The corresponding drag，lift and moments are

Table 1 Conditions for rotor at high advance ratio

αs/（o）

0
0
0
5
5

μ

0.62
0.71
0.82
0.46
0.50

Ω/（rad · s-1）
17.952
15.840
13.570
22.375
22.044

Fig.2 Performance for H‑34 rotor at high advanced ratio
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DW= qW sWCDW

LW= qW sWCLW

MXW=-qW sWCMXW zW
MZW= qW sWbCMZW

(7)

where CDW，CLW，CMW are the wing drag coefficient，
lift coefficient and pitch moment coefficients， re‑
spectively；CMXW，CMZW are the functions of wing di‑
hedral angle，sideslip angle and aileron deflecting
angle；and zW is the distance of wing pressure center
from the body longitudinal axis.

1. 4 VTDP model

The VTDP is modeled to generate a thrust act‑
ing on the center of the propeller at a certain speci‑
fied orientation relative to the helicopter body refer‑
ence frame，as shown in Fig.3.

The forces of different orientation can be yield
TX= TcosθecosθY
TY= TcosθesinθY
TZ= Tsinθe

(8)

Besides the thrust，the VTDP has other exter‑
nal aerodynamic forces. Calculation of these exter‑
nal aerodynamic forces needs to get the velocities
acting on the VTDP. This is achieved by perform‑
ing a vector summation of the velocity of the fuse‑
lage with the vector resultant of the cross between
the VTDP position vector and the fuselage angular
velocity vector as well as the aerodynamic interfer‑
ence effects acting on the VTDP from the main ro‑
tor，the fuselage and the wing，i.e.

ubodyaux = kq VX+ qz aux - ry aux + vXI

vbodyaux = kq VY- pz aux + rx aux + vYI

w body
aux = kq VZ+ py aux - qx aux + vZI

(9)

where（x aux，y aux，z aux）is the position of pressure cen‑
ter of the VTDP in the body coordinate，and kq is
the loss of the dynamic pressure acting at the auxilia‑

ry thruster［21］.
vXI，vYI，vZI can be expressed as

vXI= vXMR+ vXW+ vXF
vYI= vYMR+ vYW+ vYF
vZI= vZMR+ vZW+ vZF

(10)

where vXMR，vYMR，vZMR，vXW，vYW，vZW，vXF，vYF，vZF
are the interaction velocities acting on the VTDP
from the main rotor，the fuselage and the wings，re‑
spectively.

vXMR，vYMR，vZMR can be yielded by
vXMR= vi ζXMRAUX

vYMR= 0
vZMR= vi ζZMRAUX

(11)

where vi is the rotor induced velocity，while ζXMRAUX
and ζZMRAUX are the rotor interference factors acting
on the VTDP in the X‑ and Z‑directions，respective‑
ly，and they are functions of skew angle of wake
and longitudinal flapping angle of rotor［21］.

The fuselage interaction velocities acting on
the VTDP vXF，vYF，vZF can be yielded by

vXF= 0

vYF=-
VXSIG kq
57.3

vZF=-
VXEPS kq
57.3

(12)

where SIG and EPS are the fuselage interference fac‑
tors in the Y‑，Z‑ directions，respectively［21］.

The aerodynamic interaction velocity of wing
acting on the VTDP vXW，vYW，vZW can be yielded by

vXW= 0
vYW= 0

vZW=-
1
2 Vεwing

(13)

The wing interference factor εwing is calculated
according to［22］

εwing = ε0 +
∂ε
∂α αW (14)

where
∂ε
∂α = 4.44 [kA kλ kH ( cosΛc/4 )1/2 ]

1.19
(15)

And

kA=
1
AR -

1
1+ AR1.7

kλ=
10- 3λ
7

kH=
1- || h aux/b
2( laux/b )3

(16)

Fig.3 Orientation of VTDP thrust vector in body co‑
ordinates
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where AR is wing aspect ratio；h aux，laux are the dis‑
tances in the Z and X directions which define the lo‑
cation of the VTDP with respect to the wing；b is
the wing span；and λ is the wing taper ratio.

The incident velocity acting at the VTDP is
then rotated into the local reference frame using the
standard rotation through pitch，roll，and yaw Euler
angles，and the local x axis is coincident with the
centerline of the VTDP. The sideslip angle，β aux，
and angle of attack，α aux，for VTDP are then calcu‑
lated using the local velocities in the local frame

α aux = arctan ( w aux

u2aux + v2aux )
β aux = arctan ( v auxu aux )

(17)

The external aerodynamic forces acting on the
thruster are calculated according to

Y aero
aux = q × qf ( β aux )
Z aero
aux = q × qf ( α aux )

(18)

where q is the dynamic pressure acting on VTDP

q= 1
2 ρ ( kq u

2
aux + v2aux + w 2

aux ) (19)

and qf is a table lookup function of appropriate inci‑
dent angle（either α aux or β aux）.

2 Trim Strategy

When the compound helicopter aircraft is mak‑
ing steady level flight，the linear accelerations，an‑
gular accelerations and angular velocities in body ax‑
es are equal to zero. Thus the rigid‑body Euler equa‑
tions reduce to

∑FX - mgsinϑ= 0

∑FY - mgcosϑsinγ= 0

∑FZ + mgcosϑsinγ= 0

∑MX = 0

∑MY = 0

∑MZ = 0

(20)

where ∑ FX，∑ FY，∑ FZ and ∑ MX，∑ MY，∑ MZ

are the aerodynamic forces and moments in the body
axes from the rotors，wing，fuselage and VTDP.
ϑ,γ,mg are the pitch angle，the rou angle，and the
gravity of the helicopter.

Eq.（20） is the governing equation for trim ‑
ming. After the aerodynamic forces and moments

are developed，the trimming can be made. Howev‑
er，it is not easy to do so since the six governing
equations uniquely determine the six trim values.
The compound helicopter uses both helicopter and
airplane controls. Thus two types of controllers for
both helicopter and fixed wing aircraft are available.
For a given flight condition，the compound helicop‑
ter includes eight independent control variables：φ 7，
A 1 and B 1，the main rotor blade pitch angles；δ1，
the flap deflection；δ2，the aileron deflection；T，
the thrust magnitude generated by the ducted fan；
θe ，the elevation angle of the fan thrust；and θy，the
yaw angle of the fan thrust. Adding two attitude an‑
gles，there are ten variables in total.

In addition，as the forward speed increasing，
the wing generates more and more lift and the lift
provided by the main rotor is decreasing gradually.
There are two modes to reduce the loading on the
rotor：one is reducing the collective pitch of the
main rotor，and the other is slowing down the rotor
RPM. If RPM acts as a variable，the numbers of
variables in the trim increase to 11.

Obviously，the numbers of trim values for de‑
termination are more than the numbers of governing
equations. In order to capture the trim values，
which consist of controls and aircraft attitudes，a
careful analysis for control strategy and trim algo‑
rithm is necessary.

In fact，the trim of the compound helicopter is
how to optimize redundant controls to achieve the
best distribution of lift，propulsive force，and roll
and pitching moment. It is a problem of nonlinearly
constrained optimization in math. The methods to
solve nonlinear constrained optimization problems
include：penalty or barrier functions methods，the
augmented Lagrangian functions， feasible direc‑
tions，generalized reduced gradients and sequential
quadratic programming （SQP） methods， among
which SQP has been the most effective method to
solve the nonlinearly constrained optimal problem.
It can solve not only the equality constrained prob‑
lem，but also the inequality constrained problem，

and these category methods not only have global
convergence but also have local superlinear conver‑
gence or stronger quadratic convergence characteris‑
tics. Here the trim optimization of the compound he‑
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licopter for deferent flight speeds is conducted with
algorithm of SQP. The optimal object is to make
the required power minimum. The constraint condi‑
tions are to make the total force and moment of the
compound helicopter zero in trim points. Trim
sweeps were performed over the range of all reason‑
able possible combinations of control positions，and
the constraints are set to ensure：

（1）The control variables should be smoothly
continuous，and the variables of elevator and longi‑
tudinal cyclic pitch should not be too much to ensure
that the control system has enough control margin
to meet the requirement of the flight safety.

（2）The attitude of the body should be in the
reasonable scope and should not change drastically.

（3）The thrust of the VTDP should meet the
requirements of anti‑torque balance of main rotor in
hover and the thrust allocation of main rotor and
VTDP at high speed.

Based on the above discussion，the trim optimi‑
zation of the compound helicopter is as follows.

The objective function is
σ=minP (21)

The constraints of conditions are

（1）The constraint of equilibrium of force and
moment is

∑F= 0
∑M = 0 (22)

（2）The constraint of range of variables. The
variation range of design variables should be given
in the optimization process. In this paper，the range
constraints of design variables are given according to
the range of the control variables of UH‑60L /VT‑
DP compound helicopter，that is

3° ≤ φ 7 ≤ 19°
-8° ≤ A 1 ≤ 8°

-12.5° ≤ B 1 ≤ 16.3°
-10° ≤ δ1 ≤ 62°
-5° ≤ δ2 ≤ 5°

2 000 N ≤ T ≤ 30 000 N
-10° ≤ θe ≤ 10°
-90° ≤ θy ≤ 90°
-10° ≤ ϑ ≤ 10°
-10° ≤ γ ≤ 10°

(23)

Rotor RPM is not included in the design con‑
straint above，since it is worth to study further when
and how much the rotor RPM begin to slow down，
which need to consider the lift allocation of the rotor
and wing，the thrust allocation of the rotor and VT‑
DP，at the same time，and whether the control vari‑
ables and attitude angles change continuously in the
flight envelope is also need to be considered.

Fig.4 shows the compound helicopter trim opti‑
mization flow chart.

Fig.4 Compound helicopter trim optimization flow chart
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3 Results Analysis

The main parameters of the compound
high‑speed helicopter are shown in Table 2.

According to the optimization method above，
the compound helicopter UH‑60L/VTDP is taken
to perform the trim at the steady flight conditions
from hover to 370 km/h. The rotor RPM schedule
is set as shown in Fig. 5，which is 100% in hover
and is reduced down to 90% at high speed.

Fig.6 and Fig.7 show the lift and thrust alloca‑
tion in the body coordinates. In hover and at low
speed，the lift is mainly supplied by the rotor，and
with the flight speed increasing，the wing supplies
more and more lift，which can reach to half of the
whole lift at high speed. At the same time， the
thrust provided by the rotor is decreasing，and the
thrust provided by the VTDP is increasing. At high
flight speed， the main rotor is no more provide
thrust，and the thrust is entirely provided by the
VTDP.

Fig.8 shows the collective，longitudinal，and lat‑
eral blade pitch control positions at trim flight. The
collective pitch is decreasing with the flight speed，
which indicates that the main rotor is unloading grad‑
ually. The longitudinal cyclic pitch is increasing at
low speed，so as to make the aircraft to flight for‑
ward，while at high speed，the forward thrust is
mainly provided by the VTDP，so the longitudinal
cyclic pitch is decreasing and simply plays a part in
adjustment.

Table 2 The main parameters of the compound

high⁃speed helicopter

Parameter
Forward tilting angle of rotor shaft/(°)

Front inclination angle of VTDP shaft/ (°)
Course inclination Angle of VTDP/ (°)

Rotor radius/m
Number of rotor blades

Chord length of rotor blade/m
Negative twist of blade/ (°)
Radius of VTDP/m

Number of blades of VTDP
Power transfer coefficient(N‑D)

Profile drag coefficient of rotor(N‑D)
Body equivalent flat area in X direction/m2

Body equivalent flat area in Y direction/m2

Body equivalent flat area in Z direction/m2

Center of gravity/m
Helicopter weight/kg

Initial rotor speed/(rad · s-1)
Span length of wing/m

Root chord length of wing/m
Tip chord length of wing/m
Sweepback of wing / (°)
Wing Angle of attack/ (°)
Anhedral of wing / (°)

Value
3
4.22
2

8.177 8
4
0.53
-18
1.22
5
0.90
0.012
1.858 1
2.787 1
2.787 1
8.93
10 384
27
3.28
2.03
1.15
11.375
6
7

Fig.5 Rotor RPM schedule vs. air airspeed

Fig.6 Lift allocation of rotor and wing in body coordi‑
nates

Fig.7 Thrust allocation of rotor and VTDP in body co‑
ordinates
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Fig.9 shows the deflection angles of the flap and
aileron of wing（It is defined that the downward de‑
flection of flaperon is positive）and the elevation and
yaw angles of the VTDP. The yaw angle of the VT‑
DP is as large as 90° in hover. The action of the VT‑
DP is only to balance the anti torque of the main ro‑
tor. With the flight speed increasing，the yaw angle
becomes smaller， because the rotor’s torque is
smaller and smaller as well as the force which acts
to balance the anti‑torque. The elevation angle of
the VTDP tends to be smaller with the flight speed
increasing. Because at low speed，the attitude of the

aircraft is nose‑up（shown in Fig.10），and the thrust
downward can produce nose‑down moment，which
make the aircraft tend to be level，and along with
the attitude of the aircraft tends to be level， the
force downward is reduced to zero. The flap defec‑
tion is 60° downward in hover and at low speed in or‑
der to reduce the area of the wing，and then to re‑
duce the interaction from the main rotor，while at

high speed the flap deflection is decreased to zero
nearly，so as to increase wing area，thereby to in‑
crease wing lift. The change of the angle of aileron
is to adjust the balance of the rolling moment.

Fig.10 shows the attitudes of the aircraft. At low
speed the attitude of the compound helicopter is
nose‑up，with the flight speed increasing the pitch‑
ing angle becomes smaller and the aircraft’s attitude
tends to be level. When the flight speed reaches to
370 km/h，the attitude is level almost. The roll an‑
gle of the aircraft is also smaller with the flight
speed increasing.

4 Conclusions

The redundant control of the compound high
speed helicopter at steady flight condition is investi‑
gated. A flight dynamics model is developed on the
sample of UH‑60L/VTDP. The trim optimization
of flight state from hover to 370 km/h is conducted
using the optimization method. The variety of con‑
trol variables，attitudes as well as distribution of the
lift and thrust along with the flight speed is obtained.
The results show that in hover and at low speed the
lift and thrust are offered mainly by rotor，and the
VTDP takes effect as a tail rotor of a helicopter.
The loading on the rotor is reduced and lift generat‑
ed by the wing is increased with forward speed in‑
creasing. At the maximum speed the rotor supple‑
ments only 40% lift，while the wing supplements
60% lift and the thrust is supplemented fully by the
VTDP，so the redundant controls in the trim of the

Fig.8 Rotor controls vs. airspeed

Fig.9 Deflection of flap, aileron, elevator and yaw an‑
gles vs. airspeed

Fig.10 Attitudes vs. airspeed
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compound helicopter are resolved.
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